Why SecureCloud for Enterprise Cloud Security?

- Accelerate cloud security and compliance from application to cloud to production.
- Reduce time, cost, risk and resources with automation.
- Get National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST 800-53)-level security out-of-the-box.
- Built from the ground up for zero trust.
- Stay secure in run-time with continuous compliance automation.

Product overview

Anitian SecureCloud for Enterprise Cloud Security is the fastest way to build and maintain a Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliant Amazon Web Services (AWS) environment. Anitian provides a complete "audit-ready" environment with everything: architecture, software licenses, templates, and more. All you need to do is migrate your apps and data, fill out some documents, and you are ready for PCI certification.

Product features

Cloud-native AWS
- Anitian’s platform leverages numerous AWS native services—such as Lambda, Config, WAF, and ALB—enabling customers to enforce best practices.

Continuous run-time security and compliance automation
- Find, prevent, and fix cloud misconfigurations and drift of cloud security and compliance posture with DriftDefend™.

Zero Trust on Day 1
- Built from the ground up for zero trust, including Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA), as well as Zero Trust communication, logging, and administration.

SecureCloud for Enterprise Cloud Security
Secure your FinServ applications from cloud to production
How it works

The Anitian SecureCloud for Enterprise Cloud Security deploys a complete application infrastructure environment in one day. It does so by wrapping your applications with 15+ NIST 800-53-level cloud security controls. While this happens, the platform automates your configuration and compliance processes and keeps your applications secure and compliant over time.

Differentiators

- **Fastest time-to-production**: Pre-built cloud security platform enables development security operations (DevSecOps) teams to go from application to cloud to production. This happens up to 80 percent faster and at 50 percent of the cost of do it yourself (DIY) projects.

- **Pre-Engineered**: Anitian’s Platform eliminates the headache of evaluating, purchasing, deploying, configuring, integrating, and testing multiple cloud security infrastructure tools.

- **DriftDefend™**: Cloud Security Posture Management that prevents drift and cloud misconfigurations in run-time—with continuous cloud security and compliance automation.
What our customers are saying

"We’re very pleased with the speed and efficiency of the compliance deployment and Anitian’s expertise."

- Ignacio Martinez, VP of Security, Risk & Compliance, Smartsheet

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

Additional resources

- [World Web Technologies Case Study](#)
- [Anitian Resources](#)